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Abstract: Precision agriculture involves very accurate farm vehicle control along 
recorded paths. Such repetitive tasks could be handled using Automatic Guided 
Vehicles (AGV). In this paper, we address the problem of farm tractor control using 
a single CP-DGPS receiver. A non linear, velocity independent control law has been 
designed to perform both curved paths and straight lines following. It relies upon the 
kinematic model of the farm tractor. The control law has been implemented on a 
commercial farm tractor. Step response as well as curve following are presented and 
discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Precision farming can be described as a three
steps process. Land surveying is the first one,
while agricultural maps recording is the second
one. According to the previous steps, the last one
could be variable rate seeding, fertilizing,. . . We
will focus on the third step, as it requires an
accurate vehicle guidance. Let us illustrate this
concept in the particular case of a farm tractor.
The need for automatic vehicle guidance systems
seems obvious on this machine: the driver would
only have to finely tune different functions of this
machine. Meanwhile, the guidance system would
achieve a very accurate positioning, thus insuring
neither overlapping nor missing areas.

Many agricultural situations could be reported.
Most of them could be classified as two cate-
gories. The first one is a ”previously-recorded”
path-following task: this trajectory could have

been stored during the seeding for instance, and
replayed during weeding. In the second one, the
machine must follow a new curve. This curve is
computed from the last passage plus an offset (the
tool length for instance). We could also mention
new possibilities, such as automatic half-turn for
driver assistance. All these situations require a
control along curved paths.

Many experiments have been conducted and re-
ported in the literature. Most approaches can be
classified into two categories, as they rely upon
two kinds of sensors and information.

1.1 Relative information and guidance systems

The first one uses relative information. Re-
searchers have focused for instance on the video
camera sensor. Mounted at the end of the im-
plement or at another appropriate location, it



provides the operator with a set of ”eyes” near the
reference line, for instance, a sugar beets row. This
contact-free sensing system presents the same off-
set information as earlier furrow following or edge-
detecting sensors: the reference line to be followed
by the vehicle is not the one extracted in the video
image. Moreover, it has a challenging feature from
a control point of vue: it provides anticipation
to the control system, since the camera is scan-
ning ahead of the vehicle. Various approaches
have been tested. Some rely on 2D information
extracted from the image plane (Debain, 1996),
(Khadraoui et al., 1998) and (Ollis and Stentz,
1997). Other are based on 3D sensors, for instance
made of a laser scanning and a video camera
(Chateau et al., 1999). Two kinds of difficulties
arise: the first one is the reference extraction. The
whole guidance system relies upon the quality and
robustness of the image processing algorithms.
Extreme conditions of dust, for example, reveal
the weakness of the detection side. The other
problem arises when the new reference is com-
puted in an iterative way from the previous one.
The automatic guidance system can lead to oscil-
lations. In the same situation, human operators
frequently and periodically sacrifice for efficiency.
They do not exactly follow the previous path, and
often ”straighten out” the edge of the worked area.

1.2 Absolute information and guidance systems

The second one uses absolute information. A
recent technological development allows accurate
three dimensional (3D) positioning of the vehicle
in a field without the need for buried cables,
field-installed beacons or video sensors: the Global
Positioning Systems (GPS). For instance, during
the harvest, corn weight measurement devices are
coupled to a differential GPS to produce a yield
map. It allows farmers to adjust seed, pesticide,
and fertilizer to each field location.

State of the art DGPS (Carrier Phase DGPS or
CP-DGPS) reach the real-time centimeter accu-
racy. This allows the design and implementation
of an absolute vehicle guidance system with the
availability of a very accurate positioning system.
This technology can be used in special operations,
in which the vision system is unable to proceed,
for instance, in a spraying or fertilizing operation
with no visible markers such as boom wheel tracks
or foam marks. Researches have been carried out
in this area, using fiber optic gyroscopes (FOG)
and GPS (Nagasaka et al., 1997). The influence of
navigation sensors in GPS based land navigation
has also been studied in (Abbot and Powell, 1999).
Promising results have been reported where an
” all-GPS ” solution has been preferred: with
multiple GPS (O’Connor et al., 1996) or with one
GPS (Cordesses et al., 1999).

We will first introduce the reader with the kine-
matic model of the farm tractor, with respect to a
curved reference. We will then propose a non lin-
ear, velocity independent control law designed for
curved paths following. A brief description of the
straight line case will be derived. Lastly, we will
describe our implementation and experimental
setup on a farm tractor. Experimental results will
be presented and some conclusions will be drawn.

2. VELOCITY INDEPENDENT CONTROL
LAW FOR CURVE FOLLOWING

In the scope of this paper, we will focus on the
particular case of a farm tractor. Most agricul-
tural tasks are performed at constant velocity.
Unfortunately, this velocity relies upon various
factors, such as crop variety and soil properties,
and is tuned by the driver. This is the reason
why we decided to design a velocity independent
control law. Such an approach has been addressed
in (Elkaim et al., 1997). We will present here a
different solution.

After a brief presentation of the non linear kine-
matic model of the farm tractor, we will derive
our velocity independent control law for curved
path following. We have to mention that we will
focus on the path following aspect of the guidance
system, while not dealing with the path planning
step. In fact, the reference is assumed to exist, as
previously stated.

2.1 Kinematic model of the tractor with respect to
a curved reference.

Let (zWx) be an absolute frame. The reference
path is assumed to be a curve C in this frame. We
will denote s the curvilinear abscissa along C, c(s)
the path curvature, and g(s) = dc(s)

ds .

The farm tractor model is assumed to match a
tricycle model of length l with a controlled front
wheel (figure 1). We chose to put the tractor con-
trol point at the center of the rear axle, denoted O.
Many reasons have led us to use this point. Most
of them derive from practical implementation is-
sues :

• O is the tractor closest point to the rear
implement. We are highly interested in gath-
ering data sensed near the implement, since
it performs the agricultural task.

• The GPS antenna antenna must be on the
top of the tractor cabin, to see more satel-
lites. Since the control point has to be
straight down the antenna, point O suits well.

The last reason is a theoretical one. This point
O shows special control properties, and therefore



is widely used to deal with the control of car-like
systems (Samson, 1995), (Tilbury et al., 1995).

Finally, as in (Samson, 1995), we will denote y
the distance between O and the closest point M
of C. We assume that point O location is always
described by a unique couple (s, y). This assump-
tion is valid in real world experiments as long as
the tractor remains close to the reference path.

Fig. 1. Kinematic model of the farm tractor

The configuration of the tractor is thus described
without any ambiguity by the state vector X =
(s, y, θ̃)T with :

- s : the curvilinear abscissa of point M
- y : the lateral deviation of the tractor with

respect to the reference path.
- θ̃ : the heading of the tractor with respect

to the reference path. It can be described as
the angle between the tractor body and the
reference tangent at point M .

Two control variables are available, namely U =
(v, δ)T with:

- v: linear velocity at point O (the control
variable is actually the rotation velocity of
the rear wheels, from which the value of v
can be inferred).

- δ: orientation of the front wheels (assumed to
be superposed, see figure 1).

The vehicle kinematic equations are derived ac-
cording to celebrated pure rolling and non-
slipping assumptions, and rigid body assump-
tions. The former imposes that the linear velocity
vector at point O is directed along the vehicle
axle. The latter implies that an instantaneous
rotation center exists. It has then been proved (see
(Samson, 1995)) that the model can write as (for
the sake of simplicity, c(s) and g(s) are written
hereafter c and g):





ṡ =
v cos θ̃

1− cy
ẏ = v sin θ̃

˙̃
θ = v(

tan δ

l
− c cos θ̃

1− cy
)

(1)

The equations are clearly non linear. They become
singular when y = 1

c . This means the point O is
located at the center of curvature of the reference
path. This problem is not encountered in practical
situations: the path curvature is small and the
farm tractor remains close to the reference.

2.2 Design of a velocity independent control law

Farm tractor control along curved paths has al-
ready been addressed in some particular cases
(Bell et al., 1997). We use hereafter a more general
approach: we convert the non linear model (1) into
a chained form. Such an approach is interesting
as it allows us to use, for a large part, linear
systems theory, while still relying upon the non
linear model of the plant.

A three dimensional chained form writes as:



ȧ1 = m1

ȧ2 = a3 m1

ȧ3 = m2

(2)

with A = (a1, a2, a3)T and M = (m1,m2)T

respectively the state and control vectors. In order
to convert the farm tractor model (1) into chained
form (2), let us impose:

a1 = s

In order to match (2), the new control m1 neces-
sarily writes as:

m1
∆= ȧ1 =

v cos θ̃

1− cy
(3)

Moreover, let us impose:

a2 = y

We have:
ȧ2 = v sin θ̃

∆= a3 m1

Therefore we must choose:

a3 = (1− c y) tan θ̃

and the last control variable m2 is given by:

m2
∆= ȧ3 =

d

dt
((1− c y)tanθ̃)

= −c v sin θ̃ tan θ̃ − g
v cos θ̃

1− c y
tanθ̃ y

+
(1− c y)v

cos2 θ̃

(
tan δ

l
− c

cos θ̃

1− c y

) (4)

In conclusion, the non linear tractor model (1)
can be converted into chained form (2) according
to the state transformations:

A = Θ(X) with Θ(X) = (s, y, (1− cy) tan θ̃)T

and the control transformations:

M = Υ(U,X) defined by (3) and (4)

This chained form can be used to design a control
law as long as these transformations are invertible,



i.e. v 6= 0 and θ̃ 6= π
2 [π]. From a practical point of

view, once properly initialized, the guided tractor
respects these conditions.

In order to get a velocity independent control law,
we now replace the time derivative in (2) by a
derivation with respect to the curvilinear abscissa
s. The normalized model becomes:





a′1 = 1
a′2 = a3

a′3 = m3

with m3 = m2
m1

(5)

The lower part of model (5) is completely linear,
so it can be brought to zero using the following
virtual control law:

m3 = −Kda3 −Kpa2 (Kp,Kd) ∈ R+2 (6)

As a matter of fact, reporting (6) in (5), leads to:

a′′2 + Kda
′
2 + Kpa2 = 0 (7)

which implies that both a2 and a3, and therefore
y and θ̃ converge to zero.

The above error dynamics is expressed with re-
spect to s. So, for any given (Kp,Kd), the re-
sulting trajectories remain identical, even if v is
varying. This control law is then clearly velocity
independent.

Reporting (6) in (3) and (4), the real control is:

δ(y, θ̃) = arctan

(
l

[
cos3 θ̃

(1− c y)2
(
g y tan θ̃

−Kd (1− c y) tan θ̃ −Kp y

+ c (1− c y) tan2 θ̃
)

+
c cos θ̃

1− c y

]) (8)

The above δ(y, θ̃) is not bounded, and thus, the
control law does not prevent from actuator satura-
tion. It is quite simple to bound the virtual control
law m3 to any arbitrary value. Nevertheless, it
leads to a bounded δ only if the trajectory to
be followed exhibits some good properties. This is
true, for instance, for a circle, where g = 0 and c
is constant. The theoretical stability of the closed
loop system is still insured, since the chained
system is a double integrator (see (Sussmann et
al., 1994)).

2.3 The straight line case

This curved path control law can be gracefully
degraded to the case of straight line following. A
straight line reference imposes both c = g = 0.
The control law (8) then becomes:

δ(y, θ̃) = arctan(l cos3 θ̃(−Kd tan θ̃ −Kpy)) (9)

When we saturate m3 using a sigmoid, the expres-
sion of the control law turns to:

δ(y, θ̃) = arctan

(
K l cos3 θ̃ 1−e−k(Kd tan θ̃+Kp y)

1+e−k(Kd tan θ̃+Kp y)

)
(10)

This control law is clearly saturated: K can be
tuned so as to ensure: max∀y,∀θ̃ |δ(y, θ̃)| = δmax.
Such a control law has been previously designed
and used to control a combine harvester along
straight lines in a field (Cordesses et al., 1999).

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments have been carried out on a farm
tractor in our experimental farm in Montoldre,
France.

The CP-DGPS dual frequency receiver is a
Dassault-Sercel unit: Aquarius 5002 system. Its
claimed accuracy is about 1 cm, and its upper
sampling frequency is 10 Hz. Three dimensional
velocities are computed thanks to Doppler mea-
surements. Its short initialization time allows its
use in many farm applications.

The controller has been implemented in high level
language (C++) on a Pentium based computer.

3.1 Implementation of a state measurement unit

Both control laws (8) and (9) require lateral
deviation y and heading error θ̃.

Since the GPS antenna is straight up the point O,
the receiver only provides us with the 3D position
and velocity of that point.

The y measurement is easily obtained from the
knowledge of the reference path and the O coordi-
nates. The θ̃ is more complex to derive. A common
and costly solution makes use of additional hard-
ware and sensor (either a gyroscope or an attitude
measurement unit). We have preferred a cheaper
approach based upon our only exteroceptive sen-
sor, the CP-DGPS receiver. Under the previously
mentioned pure rolling and non-slipping assump-
tions, one can easily infer the heading of the farm
tractor thanks to realtime velocity data.

3.2 Step response of the system

Although a step path is not common in agricul-
ture, we have used the step response to check
the behaviour of our closed loop system. All the
experiments have been conducted on an almost
flat ground with the straight line control law (10).

The very first experiments have been carried out
with a 2 meters step at 8 km/h. One can compare
on figure 2 simulation and experimental results.
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Fig. 2. Simulation and experimental trajectory at
8 km/h

We have also checked the velocity independence
property. Experiments have been conducted at
4 and 8 km/h (constant velocity) and from 4
to 8 km/h (varying velocity). One can check
on the upper curve of figure 3 that the three
step responses almost perfectly overlap. The lower
curve plots the raw velocity as computed by the
GPS receiver. One can notice the sound behaviour
of the farm tractor during all these experiments.
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Fig. 3. Velocity independence validation

Standard deviation from the mean σx, and bias
µx of the lateral deviation for these experiments
are summed up in table I. One can notice that
the results appear quite satisfactory (σx < 3.1 cm
and µx < 2.7 cm).

Table I. Bias and standard deviation from mean

velocity (km.h−1) 4 8 4 to 8
µx (cm) 2.7 0.3 2.1
σx (cm) 1.9 3.1 3.1

3.3 Curve following

Up to now, we have only validated the straight line
following law. In the sequel of these experiments,
we now investigate the curved path following
control law (8).

We first recorded in open loop a reference path,
roughly made of straight lines and a quarter of
circle (figure 4).

The closed loop experiments with respect to this
new path started with a 0.8 m lateral deviation
(see figure 5 at initial time). One can notice that
the farm vehicle has converged to the reference
path (both curves overlap on figure 5). The bias
is about 3 cm and the standard deviation from
the mean less than 5 cm. Moreover, the maximum
lateral deviation along the whole path is 18.4 cm
(see figure 5 at time t = 30 s). The curvature of
the reference path at this time is the highest one,
thus leading to a δ varying very quickly.
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Fig. 5. Lateral deviation with respect to the
curved reference

Such a behaviour can be explained. Our investi-
gations have led us to incriminate the low level
servoing system. First of all, one must keep in
mind this system does have a response time (a
few hundreds of milliseconds). Moreover, it has
not been optimized for fast tracking: neither the
hydraulic components nor the controller - off the
shelves devices - can achieve very high perfor-
mances.

We have recorded a second reference path: it is
longer than the previous one, and crosses different
types of ground (figure 6). Thorough analysis of
the lateral deviation leads to the same conclu-
sions.
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4. CONCLUSION

The purpose of this work was to control a farm
tractor along a curved path, using a CP-DGPS
sensor.

We first built a non linear control law using a
chained form of the kinematic model of the farm
tractor. Moreover, it has been designed so as to
be velocity independent for practical reasons.

We have implemented this control law on a farm
tractor. Curved path following has been demon-
strated. We have also checked the velocity inde-
pendence property.

Although results are quite satisfying on an almost
flat ground, further research has to be done to
take into account for slope. One can also mention
the use of other sensors to insure a highest level
of reliability, and thus security.

Another important issue is to build a better
hydraulic servoing system, in order to decrease
both latency time and response time. One could
also take into account for the latency of the whole
vehicle thanks to an anticipatory system.
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